SELENE Main Orbiter (KAGUYA) has separated two small sub-satellite (1) the Relay Satellite "Rstar (OKINA)", and (2) the VLBI Radio Satellite "Vstar (OUNA)" . These sub-satellites started to perform 4-way Doppler measurements using Relay Satellite Transponder (RSAT) and multi frequency differential VLBI using VLBI Radio Sources (VRAD) for selenodesy. Initial check out were executed and properties of satellite bus equipments, onboard mission instruments, and observation systems including ground stations were evaluated. Electric power and thermal control subsystems have shown that they conduct as designed and inspected in the ground tests. The release mechanisms have given the spin which can maintain the stability of the satellite attitudes. Communication functions of mission instruments conform to the link budgets. These results suggest that Rstar and Vstar have enough performances to produce efficient selenodetic data by RSAT/VRAD observations.
Introduction
The lunar gravity field provides fundamental data for science and exploration of the Moon and enables estimating the structure and physical parameters of the lunar interior. Spatial distributions of the lunar gravity field have generally been observed from orbit perturbations of a satellite detected from two-way ranging and ranging rate (RARR) measurements. Accumulated data of RARR from the Lunar Orbiter to the Lunar Prospector have yielded the current lunar gravity field model called LP165P 1) . The lunar gravity map is, however, less accurate above the lunar far side because the lunar rotation and Moon-to-Earth revolution are synchronized so that most of the orbits above the far side have been estimated from the accumulated perturbations observed above the near side. The accuracy above the lunar rim is also relatively inferior because the orbital perturbations across the rim are scarcely detected by RARR methods.
We have therefore started selenodetic measurements to improve the gravity model by combining four-way Doppler measurements and differential VLBI observations using three orbiters on SELENE (Selenological and Engineering Explorer) mission. SELENE, a Japanese lunar probe, was prosperously launched by H-IIA launch vehicle and injected into a lunar orbit in 2007. The SELENE spacecraft is composed of the Main Orbiter KAGUYA and two sub-satellites, the Relay Satellite (Rstar; which was denominated OKINA after the orbital injection) and the VLBI Radio Satellite (Vstar; OUNA). These sub-satellites are spin-stabilized and have no maneuver capability so that they can produce accurate orbital determinations 2) . This paper reports properties of the bus equipments and mission instruments on Rstar and Vstar which have been obtained in the initial checkout and observation phase. between lunar orbiters.
An S-band transponder (S-TRP) on Rstar receives ranging signals transmitted from the 64-m antenna at Usuda Deep Space Center (UDSC). S-TRP returns the signals to UDSC to conduct two-way RARR measurements. S-TRP also extracts carrier signals and relays them to KAGUYA.
The carrier signals are acquired by an S-band transponder on KAGUYA, and then returned to Rstar. An S-and X-band transponder (S/X-TRP in Rstar) receives them, converts their frequency to X-band, and relays them to UDSC where Doppler frequency shifts accumulated through the four-way links are measured.
Four-way Doppler measurements provide the first direct determinations of a low lunar orbiter above the far side, except for the two-way RARR measurements acquired by Apollo in a higher orbit. The results will produce the first global gravity map of the Moon without employing Kaula's power-law constraint model 5) . Analysis of the coverage considering the four-way links indicates that our methods will yield a global gravity map and will improve the model of the gravity coefficients between 5 and 35 degrees by an order of magnitude compared to LP165P 6) . Differential VLBI Radio Sources (VRAD) on Rstar and Vstar enable phase-delay differential VLBI observations with multi-frequency methods 7) . VRAD is composed of the radio sources on Rstar and Vstar. Fig. 1 (lower) presents the mission concept of VRAD. Vstar was separated from KAGUYA and injected into an elliptical lunar orbit of about 2,200 km in semi-major axis. Radio sources of VRAD deliver carrier signals for the observations by the ground VLBI stations. Each sub-satellite transmits three carrier signals in S-band and one in X-band to conduct multi-frequency phase-delay VLBI observations. These frequencies are distributed so as to calibrate the delay induced by the terrestrial ionosphere and to resolve uncertainties of the phase delay that exceeds one wave length. Neither Rstar nor Vstar perform altitude or attitude control maneuvers, so VRAD data can improve the accuracies of lower orders and degrees of lunar gravity coefficients 6) . It can also improve the gravity map above the lunar rim.
S-and X-band VRAD signals on Vstar are produced from the same frequency-stable signal generator and the frequencies of them are converted in coherent. Therefore they are also used for the Radio Science observations (RS) which prove to the existence of faint ionosphere on the lunar surface 8) .
System of the small sub-satellites
Both Rstar and Vstar are small, spin-stabilized satellites with 1m x 1m x 0.65m octagonal prism main bodies. Fig. 2 depicts the Rstar configurations. Vstar equips mass dummy structure instead of the transmitting antenna (T-ANT) and receiving antenna (R-ANT), and the thermal radiator with different areas. These sub-satellites were designed to have minimum mass and simple structures which are enough to perform the observations. A total mass of each satellite flight model is 45 kg.
An S-band and X-band coaxial vertical dipole antenna (S/X-ANT) on each sub-satellite transmits signals to the tracking and VLBI stations on the Earth with toroidal beams. T-ANT and R-ANT on Rstar are S-band patch omni-directional antennas which link signals to KAGUYA with conical beams.
Pairs of antennas for transmission and reception are installed on both upper (R-ANT1 and T-ANT1) and lower (R-ANT2 and T-ANT2) decks in axial symmetry. Each side panel has solar array cells that supply the demanded electric power of 70W. Bus equipments for Rstar and Vstar consist of the electric power subsystems (EPS), thermal control subsystems (TCS), and integration hardware and structure subsystems including the release mechanism depicted in Fig. 3 . EPS is assembled with the power control unit (PCU), highly efficient silicone cell solar arrays, and Nickel metal hydride (Ni-MH) battery cells. The release mechanisms mounted on the +X panel of KAGUYA operate at the orbital injection of each sub-satellite. Umbilical cables (a dotted line in Fig. 3 ) connect telemetry/command signals and electric power between sub-satellites and KAGUYA before the separation. They have been cut down by wire cutters at the orbital injection.
Rstar
These small satellites have no thrusters for orbit or attitude control, facilitating precise measurements of orbital perturbations. The lack of thrusters, however, causes instability in the satellite attitude, which interferes with the detection of gravity anomalies and reduces the mission period.
The initial attitude conditions are affected by the performance of the release mechanism, and the nutation induced by separation is eliminated by a nutation damper.
Thermal radiators of Ag Teflon on the upper deck discharge system heat. Most main body surfaces except antennas and radiators are covered with conductive multi-layer insulation (MLI). We also adopted flare structures (Fig. 2) to cancel the solar radiation pressure torque that is the dominant influence on the S/X-ANT.
We have developed a low-mass, simply structured release mechanism with two spring assembly rings connected with 24 stretching bow springs 9) . Performances of the mechanism have been adjusted by ground tests using gravity cancel mechanism, and confirmed by on-orbit tests using micro-Lab Sat 10) . One of the basic requirements for the separation is the spin velocity which should be fast enough to maintain the attitude of the satellites.
The demand value was designed as more than 60 degree s -1 . sub-satellites after the separation are summarized in Table  1 . Health checks for the satellite system and ranging for orbital determinations were executed from just after the separation until Nov. 3. The elements of initial orbits for the both satellites were determined as described in Table 2 . Initial check out for the whole systems including bus equipments, mission instruments, and ground stations were performed on Oct. 31, Nov. 1 and 5. After the confirmation of the health of the systems, initial observations for 4-way Doppler and differential VLBI in the limited operation time started on Nov. 6. Full time observations for RSAT and VRAD started on Dec. 20. 
Properties of bus equipments
The functions and performances of bus equipments were confirmed in the initial checkout and monitored in the period of the initial observations. Table 3 shows the main initial properties of bus equipments obtained in the checkout period, which are compared with the results of designs and ground tests.
The minimum voltage of the Ni-MH battery cell was detected as 21.0V at the estimated DOD (depth of discharge) of about 8 %, which is consistent with the ground tests before the launch. The full charge current of 1.8A and the C/D (charge/discharge) ratio of around 1.05 are also in the designed values. These results shows that the battery and the PCU can store and distribute the electric power as designed. Maximum electric powers of the silicon solar array cells were calculated using the battery voltage, PRU current, and the efficiency of 87% obtained in the ground tests. The maximum value of Rstar was 122. While only the lower limit value of 106 V could be detected for Vstar because the electrical load is lower than that of Rstar. These values are enough higher than the demand initial power of 93 and 92 W for Rstar and Vstar, respectively.
Propriety of the Thermal Control Subsystem was certified by monitoring temperatures of each component. Battery cells are preserved in the temperature of between 9 and 13 o C controlled by heaters. Temperatures of all the instruments have been measured in the designed ranges. These results indicate that the designed thermal models are suitable to maintain adequate thermal environment for onboard instruments.
Performances of the release mechanism were evaluated by the detected spin rate of around 67 deg s -1 for both Rstar and Vstar using RARR data. They were satisfied with the valued of > 60 deg s -1 which is requested to maintain the attitude of spin axes. 
Performances of mission instruments
The functions and performances of mission instruments were also examined in the initial checkout phase.
All the telemetries and commands have been displayed that they could operate as inspected in the ground tests. The link budget has also confirmed that the systems including ground stations and free air radio propagation routs had enough performances for the mission requirements 2) . Table 4 shows the properties of communication links between the sub-satellites and UDSC. Received levels of uplink from UDSC to sub-satellites were determined by the telemetries of S-TRP AGC level. Those of downlink were obtained by the S-band receiver levels at UDSC. Designed values were calculated assuming the estimated distance between the aircrafts and the ground station as 406,000 to 362,000 km, and the measured antenna gain of S/X-ANT as -1 to +6 dBi. Each received level has been detected in the range of between upper and lower calculated levels. The results indicate that there are no deteriorations of instruments on orbits.
They also suggest that there are no significant problems of the spin attitudes for both satellites.
The accuracy of the gravity field observation depends on the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio of ranging and Doppler measurements, and coverage of tracking data 6) . Our results show that the received levels are in the expected ranges, which indicates that the S/N ratio is satisfied with the link budgets 2) . They also signify that we will have enough coverage of tracking during the mission period. Consequently, it is suggested that our gravity field data have enough accuracy for the scientific requirements 6) .
Summary
Two small sub-satellites; Rstar (OKINA) and Vstar (OUNA) were successfully separated from KAGUYA, and injected into each lunar elliptical orbit in October 2007. In the initial checkout and observation phase, we have confirmed the properties of bus equipments and mission instruments as follows.
Electric power subsystem (EPS): Nickel metal hydride batteries, highly efficient silicon solar arrays, and the power control unit (PCU) have enough performance to generate, charge, and distribute demand electric powers.
Thermal control subsystem (TCU): The designed thermal models are suitable to maintain adequate thermal environment for onboard instruments.
Separation mechanism: Separation attitude and spin rate were estimated from Doppler data, which are suitable to keep communication links by an S-and X-band vertical dipole antenna (S/X-ANT) and electric power supply by solar arrays.
Mission instruments: All the telemetries and commands are confirmed to perform normal operation. Receiving and transmitting power of 2-way communications are evaluated to have proper link budgets as designed and experimented by ground tests.
Consequently, it is expected that selenodetic measurements using these sub-satellites and KAGUYA can provide the gravity field data with enough accuracy for the scientific requirements.
